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ABSTRACT
Background Accurate estimation of daily dosage
and duration of medication use is essential to
pharmacoepidemiological studies using electronic
healthcare databases. However, such information is
not directly available in many prescription databases,
including the Swedish Prescribed Drug Register.
Objective To develop and validate an algorithm
for predicting prescribed daily dosage and treatment
duration from free-text prescriptions, and apply the
algorithm to ADHD medication prescriptions.
Methods We developed an algorithm to predict daily
dosage from free-text prescriptions using 8000 ADHD
medication prescriptions as the training sample, and
estimated treatment periods while taking into account
several features including titration, stockpiling and
non-perfect adherence. The algorithm was implemented
to all ADHD medication prescriptions from the Swedish
Prescribed Drug Register in 2013. A validation sample
of 1000 ADHD medication prescriptions, independent of
the training sample, was used to assess the accuracy for
predicted daily dosage.
Findings In the validation sample, the overall accuracy
for predicting daily dosage was 96.8%. Specifically, the
natural language processing model (NLP1 and NLP2)
have an accuracy of 99.2% and 96.3%, respectively.
In an application to ADHD medication prescriptions
in 2013, young adult ADHD medication users had the
highest probability of discontinuing treatments as
compared with other age groups. The daily dose of
methylphenidate use increased with age substantially.
Conclusions The algorithm provides a flexible
approach to estimate prescribed daily dosage and
treatment duration from free-text prescriptions using
register data. The algorithm showed a good performance
for predicting daily dosage in external validation.
Clinical implications The structured output
of the algorithm could serve as basis for future
pharmacoepidemiological studies evaluating utilization,
effectiveness, and safety of medication use, which would
facilitate evidence-based treatment decision-making.
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BACKGROUND

Electronic healthcare databases have become widely
available in the past two decades,1 2 and provide a
valuable source for generating real-world evidence

on utilisation, effectiveness and safety of pharmacological treatments.3 4 Pharmacoepidemiological
studies using electronic healthcare databases rely
on accurate measurements of treatment dosage and
duration. However, the quality of these measurements varies by database and region.2 Some databases (e.g. the Ontario Drug Benefit database)5
contain structured information on treatment dosage
and duration (e.g. days of supply), while others do
not. For the latter, special methods are needed to
address the limitations.
The Swedish Prescribed Drug Register,6 similar
to some other databases in Europe (e.g. the Danish
National Prescription Registry),7 contains detailed
information on the type of prescribed medicine,
dispensation date and amount of dispensed medication, but contains no structured variable for daily
dosage or duration. Instead, daily dosage information is provided in an unstructured ‘free-text’ variable. Two types of methods have been proposed
to estimate treatment dosage and duration in such
settings. A first type of method estimates treatment
periods based on the sequence of dispensed medications. A simple version of this method defines
any prescriptions falling within a time interval
of each other to belong to a continuous treatment period.8 9 A more advanced approach uses
the defined daily doses of the purchased medication over time to estimate continuous treatment
periods.10 This type of method relies on information from future prescriptions when determining
the treatment status at a specified time point. This
may induce bias when prescribing or purchasing
behaviours are influenced by the outcome of
interest (e.g. substance abuse events could influence subsequent prescription of medications used
to treat attention-
deficit/hyperactivity disorder
(ADHD)).11 A second type of method first extracts
prescribed daily dosage by applying a set of syntax
rules to free-text prescription (‘text parsing’),12–14
and then estimates treatment duration based on
the amount of dispensed medication and estimated
daily dosage. This method avoids bias that arises
from relying on future information. However,
the syntax rules are usually not flexible enough
to cover all possible ways that daily dosage is
described in free-text. In addition, previous studies
using text-parsing methods have not accounted for
prescriptions where the free text was missing or
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non-informative.12–14 Another important limitation of existing
methods is that they do not fully account for titrated prescriptions (i.e. stepwise changes in dosage over treatment time),
which may affect estimates of both prescribed daily dosage and
treatment duration. Given the limitations of existing methods, a
flexible approach that does not rely on future information, and
accounts for both missing prescription information and titrated
dosages, is desirable.
The need for a flexible and accurate approach for estimating
prescribed dosage and treatment duration is highly relevant to
ADHD medications. Medications for ADHD are increasingly
used in many countries15 and there is a growing number of pharmacoepidemiological studies on the utilisation, effectiveness
and safety of ADHD medications based on electronic healthcare
databases.3 There are, however, several challenges to accurately
identify the dosage and duration of ADHD treatment using
prescription data. First, therapeutic levels of medications are
typically achieved through dosage titration—usually, a low initial
dosage is increased over several weeks.16 Second, discontinuation of pharmacological treatment for ADHD is common due
to various reasons.17 18 Finally, there is considerable between-
individual variability in the pharmacokinetics of ADHD medications, resulting in large variation in prescribed daily dosage.19 A
method that can accurately capture all these aspects of ADHD
medication treatment from electronic healthcare databases is of
high priority to advance the understanding of risks and benefits
of ADHD medication use.

OBJECTIVE
In this study, we aimed to (1) develop and evaluate a new algorithm
that employs machine learning to predict prescribed daily dosage
from free-
text prescription and uses the predictions to estimate
continuous treatment periods; (2) examine the patterns of ADHD
medication treatment by applying the algorithm to dispensed
prescriptions of ADHD medications from the Swedish Prescribed
Drug Register.

METHODS
Data source
The Swedish Prescribed Drug Register contains information on all
prescribed pharmaceuticals dispensed at pharmacies nationwide
since July 2005.6 Collected information includes unique personal
identification numbers, drug identity, strength of the drug, package
size, number of packages dispensed, Nordic article number, dates of
dispensation from a pharmacy, the prescriber’s specialisation, costs
and a free-text variable that includes treatment instructions from
the prescriber. The drug identity is coded using the Anatomical
Therapeutic Chemical (ATC) classification system. The trade name,
dosage strength, pharmaceutical form, package size and type of
package related to each dispensed prescription is identifiable by the
Nordic article number, applied to identify medicines with marketing
authorisation in the Nordic countries.20 In the unstructured free-text
prescription variable, the prescriber usually indicates the amount of
medication the patient should take (mostly by specifying quantity,
frequency and dose form), and whether dosage should change over
time (titration).

Algorithm development
The process workflow from prescription texts to prediction of
dosage and estimation of continuous treatment periods is presented
in figure 1.

Preprocessing
The prescription data first went through a preprocessing step
(figure 1). First, we removed prescriptions that were returned to
pharmacies by patients after dispensation. Second, we excluded
prescriptions for indications other than ADHD (e.g. narcolepsy,
multiple sclerosis, see online supplemental table S1 for a complete
list of keywords). Third, we identified titrated prescriptions and split
them so that each titration interval was processed as a separate entry
in the natural language processing models (NLP) (see step 2). This
step was achieved by identifying a set of keywords representing titration and then splitting up prescriptions based on syntax rules. Finally,
all prescriptions (titration-split and regular) were entered into a text
cleaning procedure. Non-
informative punctuation was removed,
Swedish stop words were filtered away, each word was stemmed
to its base form without grammatical inflections (e.g. ‘tabletten’
became ‘tablet’), each prescription was tokenised so that each word
was represented by a unique number, and then padded to ensure the
same sequence length of each prescription.21

NLP model development
Training sample
After preprocessing, we extracted 8000 ADHD medication prescriptions from the Swedish Prescribed Drug Register 2006–2013
(6500 prescriptions for methylphenidate (ATC code: N06BA04),
and 500 prescriptions each for atomoxetine (N06BA01), amfetamine (N06BA01) and dexamfetamine (N06BA02)) as the training
dataset, titration-split to 8582 entries (7456 regular and 544 titrated
texts). These prescription texts were reviewed by two independent
researchers to identify whether the prescription is non-informative
(inadequate information to determine daily dosage) and the gold-
standard daily dosage (the number of pills prescribed per day). In the
case of discrepancy between the records of the two first researchers,
a third researcher resolved the difference. When a prescription
specified a dosage range or indicated add-on pills, we considered
the minimum dosage that an individual took per day. After preprocessing, the 8000 prescription texts were used as a corpus for building
a vocabulary, which is a list of words that occurred in prescription
texts, each represented by a unique integer value.

NLP1 model (identifying non-informative prescription texts)
The first NLP (NLP1) was built to identify whether the prescription texts contained enough information for prediction of daily
dosage (‘informative’). The outcome was binary—informative or
non-informative prescription text. The NLP1 is a densely connected
neural network with back-propagation learning technique to adjust
the weights of each connection and reduce the value of the error
function.22 The training dataset for NLP1 included all titration-
split prescription texts, which were first passed into an embedding
layer where words were represented in vector space according to
their syntactic and semantic inter-relationships,23 followed by a flattening layer, a hidden layer and an output layer. The output layer of
NLP1 consisted of one node where the probability of being a non-
informative prescription was calculated.

NLP2 model (predicting daily dosage)
The second NLP (NLP2) was built to predict daily dosage if the
prescription text was predicted as informative. The NLP2 model had
similar architecture as the NLP1, which also contained an embedding layer, a flattening layer, a hidden layer and an output layer. The
output layer consisted of 16 nodes which represented different daily
dosage classes, that is, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10–11, 12–13,
14–15, 16–17, 18–19 and 20+ pills per day (daily dosage above 10
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Figure 1 Workflow of prediction of prescribed daily dosage from individual prescriptions and estimation of continuous treatment periods. PDR,
Prescribed Drug Register; NLP, natural language processing model.
pills were collapsed due to their low frequencies), with the probabilities of classification into each dosage category.

Dosage prediction
Dosage prediction among informative prescription texts

After preprocessing, all ADHD medication prescriptions from
the Swedish Prescribed Drug Register were fed into the NLP1
model. Prescription texts with a predicted probability higher
than 0.5 in this model were defined as non-informative prescriptions, and the rest (informative) prescriptions were passed
148

into the NPL2 model to predict daily dose. The dosage with
the highest predicted probability was chosen as the predicted
daily dosage. Any prescription texts with a maximum predicted
probability lower than 0.5 in this step were also labelled as non-
informative and passed into the next step.

Dosage prediction among non-informative prescription texts
All prescriptions predicted as non-informative were processed in
this step. The non-informative prescriptions were first predicted
with individual prescription record. Estimated prescribed daily
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dosage within 1 year prior the non-informative prescription of
the same medication was assumed to be the current daily dosage
for each individual, on the assumption that the prescribing clinician may not restate the dose if the patient already has it from
an earlier prescription of the same medication. The remaining
non-informative prescription texts were then predicted using a
multivariate random forest prediction model. Prescription texts
with predicted probability higher than 0.5 in step 3 were used
as training data in this step. Based on the information available
in the Swedish Prescribed Drug Register, we identified six relevant predictors, including age, sex, specialty of prescriber (categorised into 6 classes), county of prescription (categorised into
20 classes), Nordic article number, and sequence of prescription
within a 6-month treatment period. Each random forest model
comprised 100 individual base learners where each base learner
was trained using a subset of random samples from the training
data. Results of dosage prediction were generated by returning
the majority of the dosage class predicted by all individual trees
to reduce overfitting and increase generalisability.24

Validation of the algorithm for predicting daily dosage

To assess the performance of the algorithm, we randomly
selected 1000 prescriptions of ADHD medications in 2013
from the Swedish Prescribed Drug Register (independent from
the training sample). Gold-standard values were reviewed the
same way as for training data. Accuracies of non-informative
prescription prediction and dosage prediction were calculated
by comparing the predicted values and gold standard values. We
calculated 95% CIs for the accuracy of NLP1 and NLP2 using the
Wilson Score Interval. We also calculated the weighted g-means
metric for both models, in order to account for the imbalanced
distribution of the different class labels.25 In addition to these
measures, we reported the overall accuracy of the two models
(i.e. one minus the percentage of erroneous predictions among
those prescriptions classified as informative).

treatment length of a dispensed prescription reaches the next
dispensation, they will be considered as a continuous treatment
period. Overlapping prescriptions were assumed to be consumed
simultaneously unless they were the same drug. The final output
of continuous treatment period was stratified by changes in the
dosage (in weight form).
All data management was performed using SAS V.9.4 (SAS
Institute). The core processes of the algorithm were carried out
in Python (V.3.7.1) using Keras.

Patterns of ADHD medication use
Treatment discontinuation of ADHD medications

To examine treatment discontinuation pattern of ADHD medications, we identified incident ADHD medication users aged 6
or above in 2013. A 1-year wash-out period was applied to ascertain incident medication use. Medication users were followed
from the date of incident ADHD medication dispensation until
the date when treatment periods discontinued or 31 December
2013. Kaplan-Meier analysis was used to estimate the proportions of treatment discontinuation stratified by sex and age
groups (children (6–12 years), adolescents (13–17 years), young
adults (18–29 years), middle-aged adults (30–49 years) and older
adults (above 50 years)). A sensitivity analysis was performed in
incident ADHD medication users excluding those with a single
ADHD medication prescription.

Prescribed daily dose (in weight form) of methylphenidate

We examined the average prescribed daily dose (mg/day) of
methylphenidate for all methylphenidate users aged 6 or above
in 2013. If an individual had more than one treatment period,
dose of the longest treatment period was considered. The
prescribed daily dose was grouped into three categories: low
(0–30 mg), medium (31–60 mg) and high (above 60 mg),27 and
presented by sex and age groups.

FINDINGS
Estimation of continuous treatment periods

Continuous treatment periods were generated in several steps
(figure 1). First, expected treatment length of each dispensation was calculated by dividing the number of pills in the package(s) by the predicted daily dosage (i.e. number of pills, see
online supplemental text for titrated prescriptions). Second, the
minimum expected treatment length for each dispensation was
set at 1 day, and the maximum at 90 days (a prescribed medication should be dispensed for at most 3 months at a time to
be reimbursed).26 If the expected treatment length exceeded
this range, the daily dosage was updated with the number of
pills in the package(s) divided by the new expected prescription
length. Third, the expected treatment lengths were extended
by a coefficient of non-perfect adherence. The coefficient here
was considered to be 7/5, assuming ADHD medications to be
consumed on weekdays and sometimes omitted on weekends.
Fourth, stockpiling was taken into account. Stockpiling is a
phenomenon where patients collect prescription refills from
the pharmacy before their current prescription has run out. If
a stockpiling instance was identified (a description of the stockpiling conditions can be found in online supplemental text), the
stockpiled prescription and current prescription were joined up
into a continuous treatment period. Fifth, dosage in weight form
associated with each treatment period was calculated using the
strength (amount of active substance) of the medication, indicated by the package information for the given Nordic article
number. Sixth, for each medication type (by ATC code), if the

After implementing the algorithm, predicted daily dosage for
all ADHD medication prescriptions in 2013 (647 519 prescriptions) were generated. Distribution of predicted daily dosage for
each type of ADHD medication is shown in online supplemental
table S2.

Validation of the algorithm for predicting daily dosage

Among the validation dataset of 1000 prescriptions, there
were 853 methylphenidate, 118 atomoxetine, 7 amphetamine
and 22 dexamphetamine prescriptions. For all prescriptions
(regular and titrated prescriptions), the accuracy in predicting
non-informative prescriptions (NLP1 model) was 99.2% (95%
CI 98.6% to 99.8%), and the accuracy for dosage prediction
(NLP2 model) was 96.3% (95% CI 95.1% to 97.6%) among
those prescriptions with defined gold-standard dosage (table 1).
The G-means statistic across ADHD medication types was 0.973
(95% CI 0.963 to 0.983) for NLP1, and 0.968 (95% CI 0.956
to 0.980) for NLP2. The overall accuracy of the algorithm for
predicting daily dosage was 96.8% (95% CI 95.7% to 97.9%)
with 96.8% (95% CI 95.7% to 97.9%) for regular prescriptions
and 94.4% (95% CI 83.9% to 100%) for titrated prescriptions.
The overall accuracy was 96.5% (95% CI 95.2% to 97.7%) for
methylphenidate, 100.0% for atomoxetine, 85.7% (95% CI
59.8% to 100%) for amphetamine and 95.5% (95% CI 86.7% to
100%) for dexamphetamine (online supplemental table S3). The
performance of the dosage prediction model in different daily
dosage classes is shown in online supplemental figure S1 and the
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Table 1

Performance of the algorithm for predicting daily dosage in the validation sample

Models

Prescription type

Accuracy (95% CI)

G-means (95% CI)

Non-informativeness prediction
(NLP1 model)

Regular prescriptions

N
982

0.992 (0.986 to 0.998)

0.969 (0.958 to 0.980)

Titrated prescriptions

18

1.000 (1.000 to 1.000)

1.000 (1.000 to 1.000)

1000

0.992 (0.968 to 0.998)

0.973 (0.963 to 0.983)

Regular prescriptions

852

0.964 (0.951 to 0.976)

0.969 (0.957 to 0.981)

Titrated prescriptions

18

0.944 (0.839 to 1.000)

0.972 (0.896 to 1.000)

All prescriptions

870

0.963 (0.951 to 0.976)

0.968 (0.956 to 0.980)

Regular prescriptions

982

0.968 (0.957 to 0.979)

N/A

Titrated prescriptions

18

0.944 (0.839 to 1.000)

N/A

1000

0.968 (0.957 to 0.979)

N/A

All prescriptions
Dosage prediction
(NLP2 model)
Overall prediction

All prescriptions

N/A, not available; NLP1, first natural language processing model; NLP2, second natural language processing model.

confusion matrix is shown in online supplemental figure S2. An
overall good performance among ADHD medication prescriptions was indicated comparing the gold standard daily dosage to
the predicted daily dosage. Finally, online supplemental table S4
gives the number of errors by error size (≤20%, 20%–50% and
>50%) and dosage class. The distribution of dosage classes (gold
standard) in training versus validation sample is shown in online
supplemental table S5.

Prescribed daily dose of methylphenidate

Patterns of ADHD medication use
Treatment discontinuation of ADHD medications

DISCUSSION

We identified 21 745 incident ADHD medication users aged 6
or above in 2013. Young adults had the highest probability of
treatment discontinuation, with only 35.6% (95% CI 33.0% to
38.4%) of males and 40.4% (95% CI 37.6% to 43.3%) of females
estimated to remain on treatment after 1 year (figure 2). Children
had the lowest treatment discontinuation rate, with 75.6% (95%
CI 73.7% to 77.5%) of males and 70.0% (95% CI 66.1% to
74.2%) of females estimated to remain on treatment after 1 year.
In males, adolescents, middle-aged adults and older adults had
similar treatment discontinuation pattern, with 48.6%–50.6%
estimated to remain on treatment after 1 year. In females, the
proportion were lower among older adults (43.3%) than among
adolescents (52.9%) and middle-aged adults (53.1%). Similar
patterns of treatment discontinuation across age groups were
found after excluding those with a single dispensed prescription
(online supplemental figure S3).

We developed an algorithm that predicts prescribed daily dosage
from free-text prescriptions, and uses these predictions to estimate treatment duration, taking into account important features
such as dosage titration and missing dosage texts. The algorithm
showed a good performance for predicting daily dosage, with
an overall accuracy of 96.8% in the validation sample. When
our algorithm was applied to ADHD prescriptions to estimate
treatment duration based on the predicted daily dosage, we
found that the rate of discontinuing treatment varied substantially between age groups and that the prescribed daily dose of
methylphenidate increased with age.
Before considering the use of a prediction models, external
validation is essential (i.e. evaluating the performance of the
model in a sample that was not used to develop the model). Our
model for dosage prediction was 96.8% accurate in the validation sample. This compares favourably to other algorithms that
have been evaluated externally—for example, Shah et al (93.0%

Figure 2 Kaplan-Meier plot of time to treatment discontinuation
among incident ADHD medication users in 2013, stratified by sex.

Figure 3 Prescribed daily dose (in weight form) of methylphenidate
across age groups, stratified by sex.

150

A total of 66 187 individuals aged 6 or above received methylphenidate in 2013. The prescribed daily dose increased substantially
with age in both males and females (figure 3). In males, 7.3%
of children had a high dose (>60 mg/day), while the percentage
increased from 21.9% in adolescents to 55.4% in older adults.
The percentage of females receiving a high dose also increased
with age, from 5.8% in children to 40.7% in older adults.
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accuracy)14 and Karystianis et al (90.9% accuracy).13 Unfortunately, the performance of many other existing algorithms has
only been assessed internally—for example, McTaggart et al
(94.2% accuracy),12 and Morin (96% accuracy).28
The algorithm provided a structured output, including treatment duration, start date of treatment, end date of treatment
and prescribed daily dosage (in weight form) during treatment,
which could be used for pharmacoepidemiological studies on
drug utilisation, effectiveness and safety. Our method for joining
up individual prescriptions into continuous periods takes stockpiling and non-perfect adherence into account, since circumstances such as lack of treatment adherence and deviations from
the treatment plan may occur.11 Application of our algorithm
to ADHD medication prescriptions provided clinically plausible patterns of medication use across age groups. In line with
previous research,18 we found that discontinuation of ADHD
medication varied with age, with highest discontinuation rate
among young adults. Discontinuation of ADHD medication
could be due to adverse effects and/or lack of treatment effectiveness.17 18 Meanwhile, some individuals remit from ADHD
(around 35% by the age of 25 years),29 meaning they do not seek
further pharmacological treatment. Second, we found substantial variation in the prescribed daily dose of methylphenidate
between individuals and across age groups, highlighting the
optimisation treatment
importance of an individualised dose-
approach—consistent with guidelines for ADHD treatment.30
The method for dosage prediction in our algorithm relied on
only a few assumptions, making it more flexible than previous
methods. Future extensions of our algorithm could provide
more tunable parameters in the dosage prediction step, covering
features that are likely to vary by medication type, geographical region and prescription practices. Our method for treatment
duration estimation makes several assumptions based on our
target medication and Swedish setting. Different assumptions
may be relevant to reflect prescription practices for other medications and/or settings.
Our algorithm has several strengths. First, we use machine-
learning to process the free-text prescriptions without relying
on prespecified sets of rules, which allows for greater flexibility and easier adaptation of our algorithm to other linguistic
settings. Second, the method takes titration and missing daily
dosage information into account. Finally, it relies minimally on
future prescription information when estimating the duration
of treatment from a given prescription, which is expected to
generate less biased estimates of treatment duration. Our algorithm also has some limitations. The performance appeared to
be lower in prescriptions that have complex instructions, which
is often associated with high number of daily dosages. This was
indicated by the fact that the predictive performance was better
for atomoxetine prescriptions, which had a smaller variation in
prescribed daily dosages, than for methylphenidate prescriptions. Another limitation is that the prediction of daily dosage
and treatment duration was based on dispensed prescriptions,
but we were unable to verify whether the dispensed medication
was consumed. Further developments could be made to make
our algorithm more flexible, for example, providing dosage
predictions of different probabilities, predicting a range in
dosage quantity/frequency (maximum, minimum or ‘as needed’)
and/or allowing more flexible assumptions when estimating
continuous treatment periods for different types of medication.
In conclusion, we have developed an algorithm to predict
prescribed daily dosage and estimate treatment duration from
free-text prescriptions. Our algorithm performs well for dosage
prediction in external validation, and the estimated dosage and

duration of ADHD medication use correspond well to expected
usage patterns across age groups. The structured output of the
algorithm could serve as basis for future pharmacoepidemiological studies evaluating utilisation, effectiveness and safety of
medication use.
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